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PROJECT CLEAR

Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District (MSD) manages the fourth largest sewer collection system in the United States. It has begun an ambitious program called Project
Clear that will span a generation. This program is a multi-billion-dollar investment addressing Maintenance and Repair throughout the system serving the St. Louis region.
The system improvements will include construction of 9 tunnels to control overflow.
Construction of the first project was completed in 2014.
While plans for the remaining tunnels are under way. Deer Creek is the third of the
nine tunnels with an expected completion date in five years.
These tunnels represent significant work opportunities for the construction industry
and laborers in particular.
Deer Creek is one of 5 tunnels with a combined estimated cost of $1 billion dollars.
Pictured left and below:
Local110 Apprentice Devonte Ward and Dontai Gaffney
prepared to cut steel to be
used at the shaft opening.

Pictured above: Local 110 apprentice
and Bud graduate Keisha Ballwin assisting
her co-worker Dontai Gaffney securing
his safety harness to tie off at the shaft
entrance.
Pictured below right: Local 110 Apprentice Raysean Cathey on the left
and 110 apprentice and Bud graduate Keisha Ballwin on the right. As
they prepare to hoist a beam over
to the shaft opening.
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Pictured above left: Laborers in this
photo use an air mucker to remove blasted material from the base of the shaft at
approximately 40 feet.

Follow your Local on Social Media
EMLDC local unions are online! Now you can find all the latest news, announcements, and events
from your local, the District Council and EMLDC-LECET on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.
Be sure to Follow/Like your local union below to stay up to date!

EMLDC
Eastern Missouri
Laborers’ District Council

General
EMLDC
Facebook: Eastern Missouri Laborers’

District Council
Twitter: EastMOLaborers
Instagram: EastMOlaborers

Locals

Local 660
Facebook: Laborers’ Local SixSixty
Twitter: LiUNA660
Instagram: LiUNA660

Local 662
Facebook: Laborers’ Local 662
Twitter: LiUNA662
Instagram: LiUNA662

Local 829
Facebook: Laborers’ Local 829
Twitter: LiUNA829
Instagram: LiUNALocal829

LECET
Facebook: Employers Cooperation and

Education Trust of Eastern Missouri
Twitter: LECETEasternMO
Instagram: LECETEasternMO

Local 955
Facebook: Laborers’ Local 955
Twitter: LiUNALocal955
Instagram: LiUNA955

Local 840
Facebook: Laborers’ Local 840
Twitter: LiUNA840
Instagram: LiUNA840

Local 1104
Facebook: Laborers’ Local 1104
Twitter: LiUNA1104
Instagram: LiUNA1104

Local 42/110
Facebook: Laborers’ Local 42
Twitter: LiUNA42
Instagram: LiUNA42

Local 110
Facebook: Laborers’ Local 110
Twitter: LiUNAlocal110
Instagram: LiUNA110
App:

Local 830
Facebook: Laborers’ Local 830
Twitter: LiUNA830
Instagram: LiUNA830
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C.L.E.A.N. Missouri
(Citizens & Legislators for Ethics and Accountability Now)
Helps to ensure the legislature does not try to pass Right-to-Work again next
year by making legislative districts competitive. If politicians never have to fear
losing an election then they never have to listen to voters. Instead they listen to
billionaire donors like David Humphreys. This must end!
- Further restricts money in politics.
- Limits lobbyist gifts to $5 and says legislators cannot resign and become a lobbyist the next day.
- This is how we take the power away from the billionaires and return it to the
voters of Missouri.
- CLEAN MO must happen in order to keep the politicians from passing Right-toWork again next year.

Raise Up Missouri – Minimum Wage increase:
- Raises Missouri’s minimum wage to $12 per hour by 2023. Minimum Wage would increase to $8.60 in 2019 and 85 cents per year after until 2023.
- Folks pushing for the minimum wage increase are also fighting for union representation.
- Without the Minimum Wage increase on the ballot there is less incentive for these voters to
vote.
Please take note that these initiatives have both been endorsed by LiUNA and by the AFLCIO because we understand that getting our allies to the polls is just as important as getting
ourselves to the polls. If you see these petitions out there, please be sure to sign them. They
are also available at the hall.
This is Direct Democracy, and the politicians are scared as hell. They will do everything
they can do try to make this as difficult and confusing as possible for voters. Be sure to
come to your Union Meetings, and follow along on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to stay
informed. Workers, united, can never be defeated.
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Congratulations to Our Newest
Journeymen!

Local, EMLDC, Regional, and National LIUNA leadership joined family, friends, and industry partners March 15th to celebrate the accomplishments of 108 apprentices and their graduation into the
Journeyman ranks.
EMLDC Business Manager, Gary Elliott (pictured left) congratulated the graduates on their accomplishment and provided an important reminder of the history and struggle that led to the establishment
of the Construction Craft Laborer Apprenticeship Program nationally.
Brother Elliott also challenged the graduates to never stop learning
and to continue to get training throughout their careers as that will
make each of them more marketable, provide advancement opportunities, ensure our contractors have the best workforce in the industry,
and because that is what separates the organized from the unorganized.
National Apprenticeship
Director, Jim Urtz (right) addressed the group and congratulated
them on their successful completion of the Construction Craft
Laborer Apprenticeship Program.
International
Vice President
and Midwest
Regional Manager, John Penn
(pictured left) gave a brief message to the class and
then administered the LIUNA Membership Oath to
the graduates.
This class marks the 18th graduating class from the
EMLDC Construction Craft Laborers’ Apprenticeship
Program. A sincere congratulations to all the graduates!
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Notable Info...
Infection Control (ICRA) Training
Did you know healthcare related construction is one of the fastest growing segments of the
construction industry? Right now, there is over $400 million worth of potential work in this field across
EMLDC. Hospitals have begun to incorporate infection control guidelines into all aspects of their operations,
including renovation and maintenance activities. Infection control is Laborers work and a critical aspect of
any healthcare project.
The LIUNA ICRA Training program teaches the knowledge, skills and prevention practices related to
infection control that you will need to compete in this rapidly growing sector.
Send in your application today to the training school at High Hill for the next Infection Control class!
Applications are available on the training school’s website, www.laborers-highhill.org.
You can also contact the school for additional information and class details. Laborers-AGC Training Center
636-585-2391.

WE ARE MO March 2018
We are MO is the organization that is running
the anti-Right To Work (RTW) fight. You need
to make sure that you recognize the anti-Prop
A fight with the RTW fight because they are one
and the same. We should anticipate the battle
to be in August 2018 and not the November
General Election ballot. HCR102 and SCR49
that have been filed in the Missouri General
Assembly seek to move the election date from
the constitutionally prescribed November General
Election Ballot to the August Primary Ballot in
2018.
More than 310,000 Missourians, just like many
of you, signed the petition to allow a public
vote on the issue. If Prop A fails, as we want
it to, Missouri would have effectively killed
RTW legislation passed by the Missouri General
Assembly (SB19) in 2017. Make no mistake, you
want to vote no on Prop A and be prepared to
do so as early as August of 2018.
Currently, labor union members are prepared to
engage and work to defeat this issue, but Labor
households still have a lot of education to do.
Polling suggests that only 40% of spouses are
educated on how important this issue is to their
family and their family’s income. That means
60% of spouses of Labor Union members don’t
know how devastating RTW is.
Members must take the time to talk to their
significant other and family members that are of
legal voting age. Members who haven’t taken
the time to talk to family and neighbors still have
work to do. The positive of all this is
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that labor can increase it’s numbers by taking the
time to speak to one another and those outside
of the Labor Union universe.
From the campaign:
“Proposition A is wrong for Missouri. It’s not
what it seems and the politicians who supported
it know this. That’s why they are trying to thwart
the will of the people by changing the date of the
election to a time when less voters participate.
Over 310,000 Missouri voters exercised their
constitutional right by signing a petition to place
this issue on the November ballot. Changing
the date that this issue will appear on the ballot
doesn’t change the fact that Proposition A will
drive down wages and hurt Missouri working
families.”
Our opponents are committed to making Missouri
a RTW state so they can bust Unions and drive
down wages for Missourians just like you. They
are banking on the fact that fewer people vote
in August as opposed to November to pass their
draconian legislation. Don’t be fooled, it is a fact
that the average number of people that vote in
the Primary election (August) is roughly half of
the number of people that vote in November. It
also attracts older and more conservative voters,
which traditionally doesn’t help the anti-RTW
cause.
Make sure you take the time to educate everyone
around you and make sure you consistently talk
about the August Primary Ballot as the date for
us to make our voices heard.

A Message from Business
Manager, Don Willey
Dear Brothers and Sisters,
The new construction season is quickly upon us, so let’s review the right of the contractor and the
Laborer to be hired in the St. Louis area. When a contractor is willing to hire a Laborer that is a
member in good standing of one of the two St. Louis Local Unions (42 and 110) and that Laborers
(or Contractor) is told that the Laborer is a member of the “wrong local”, or that the ratio of Laborers
by Local Union is out of sync, or worse yet, a transfer to this particular Local will get you immediate
employment” (and often times meaning that the transferring individual will be employed
regardless of how many Laborers are currently on that Local Union’s out of work list). Under
this scenario, NONE of this is true!
Our LiUNA Constitution states that transfers among Local Unions that are located in a metropolitan
area, and that are affiliated with a District Council, are not necessary! The various contracts that are
bargained with multi-employer associations allow for contractors to hire from “the bargaining unit”,
identified in most all contracts as the “Union”, further identified as Local’s 42 and 110. There are
clauses that state that definite, positive consideration be given to the Local Union having territorial
jurisdiction over that particular job site; however, this is not by any means a “guarantee”. There are
several things to point out.
1. St. Louis has referral halls, not hiring halls.
2. There is a difference when Contractors hire specific, named individuals from the bargaining unit
versus Laborers soliciting their own employment.
3. New company hires should start work in their home Locals area.
4. Companies/Contractors have a twelve month call back right of former employees.
The skills that are in demand are concrete finishing, pipe layer, asphalt workers, drillers and blasters.
Please work safe (the workers comp laws are stacked against you) work smart and work hard. (They
are trying to reduce unemployment benefits from 20 weeks to 13 weeks).
Should you have further questions about any of the above information, please contact me at the Union
Hall at 314-892-0777.
In Solidarity,
Don Willey
Business Manager, Laborers Local 110
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Local 110 Calendar
Union Meetings held on the 2nd Wednesday of the month at 6:30 p.m.

UPCOMING MEMBER EVENTS:

Sporting Clay Shoot
14th Annual Crappie Tournament
April 14th
May 12th
Blackhawk Valley Shooting Preserve Buzzards Roost
Old Monroe, MO
Mark Twain Lake
Members Golf Tournament
June 2nd
Warrenton Golf Course
Warrenton, MO

